Q1. What is the collable collections in java?

Q2. How to make a method thread safe without using synchronized keyword?

Q3. What is the purpose of sharepoint?

Q4. Write a script to generate n prime no.s?

Q5. Write a script to display mirror image of a entered value and also check whether Palindrome

Q6. Write a script to check whether user enter a value is a leap year or not?

Q7. How many requests will be send to server and response coming from server when you open a web page (e.g. xyz.php) which has an image tag?

Q8. Explain 5 Test Matrics?

Q9. Explain the Pros and Cons of testing the software by Development team and by testing team?

Q10. A c program to tell that the set of three coordinates lie on a same line how the jsp file is compiled?

Q11. A program in c to reverse string by word using array(god is love becomes love is god) (no additional array can used,space is only delimiter between words)
Q12. What is difference between individual test team testing and self testing by developer? give pros n cons.

Q13. What is test metrics? give example of it.

Q14. Write a code for large nos multiplication (upto 200 digits)

Q15. When we enter url, one page should open. write a vb script, that page is open or not

Q16. How can I test the unix shell in QTP?

Q17. Explain 5 Test Matrixes

Q18. What are software testing metrics

Q19. How to send e-mail from an ASP.NET application?

Q20. What is the need of testing? Give three reasons....

Q21. How many page directive we can use in a single JSP?

Q22. What do you meant by Platform-Independent in Java?

Q23. Why Java is not purely object oriented?
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Q24. What do you meant by Runtime Polymorphism?

Q25. Difference between abstract class and Interfaces in Java

Q26. How many page directive we can use in a single JSP?

Q27. Why Java is not purely object oriented?

Q28. Difference between Hash Table and Hash Map?